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Offering high-end living with a contemporary look, Scottsdale’s Safari Drive is a slice of urban splendor in the West’s Most Western
Town.

Great Room
Polished sandstone concrete flooring, limestone and Cambria quartz countertops result in a plush yet very Zen den. To take the living space to
the next level of luxury is the indoor/outdoor fireplace and floor-to-ceiling windows.

Word to the Wise:
“Introduce one item into the room as a conversation piece—it will make the room pop and flow.”

Master Bedroom
The homeowners are sleeping in style next to the tongue-in-groove wood headboard that mirrors the tongue-in-groove wood ceiling that extends
to the exterior overhang. Plus, such tall ceilings in this fifth-floor master suite allow plenty of light and A-plus views of the Safari Drive pool and
mountains in the distance.

Living Room
By using natural wools and hardwood elements, like the vintage barn door coffee table, this living space offers rustic warmth in a modern space.
To emphasize Scottsdale’s outdoor-friendliness, the living room extends to the alfresco entertaining area, capped off with a stunning fireplace.

Kitchen
Upscale details like a Sub-Zero glass-fronted refrigerator and Italian-made natural wood cabinets by Scavolini make for a world-class cooking
space for the homeowners. The kitchen also dishes up mountain panoramas and views of the Scottsdale Canal.

 

Bathroom
To achieve the fresh appearance of a European wet room, this Safari Drive bathroom features a glass-enclosed tub and rainshower area. (The
fixtures are from Waterworks.) Walnut
cabinetry, limestone tile and plenty of natural light round out the beautiful bathroom.
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Word to the Wise:
“Melding a variety of textures, like industrial with organic, creates a softer feel while still preserving the modern look.”

Design Team
Designer: Jr Edmunds
Architect: Miller Hull
Builder: Oakland Construction
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